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10-13-2019
Re: SB100 Scoping Workshops, Docket number 19-SB-100 “SB100 Joint Agency Report: “Charting a
Path to a 100% Clean Energy Future”
Dear CARB Staff;
On reading SB100, one quickly realizes that beneath the simple description of its goals, it amounts to
nothing less than directing a revolution in our way of life.
Literally everything we hold as true in daily life will be touched, and modified by this legislation.
How do we manage something of this magnitude; a complete change in the basis of our electrical
energy statewide; and the implications of the schedule, the scope, the finance, and implications of
our success or failure to perform? This cannot be done halfway. While it proposes 30 years, that
schedule is already tight, for many reasons. There is no more time than that.
If you have not done so, consider having State PMO staff present. Without well structured, incredibly
robust CPM/CMS support, I don’t know how this project is possible. Their planning and scoping
should be in parallel to the multi-agency response being developed to address the execution of this
Legislative mandate; and their commentary is of inestimable value.
They have the capability of dropping proposed timeframes for individual components into a draft
timeline. The Department of Finance can do the same with preliminary project cost estimates and
revenue sources, toward developing a cash flow model.
Outside my comments above, or my thoughts on what project management platform or platforms
might be used; this project could easily swallow whole corporations. To minimize disruption of all
other ongoing responsibilities all participating agencies must attend to; you may consider that this
project could require, and benefit from, its own State entity for Project Management.
The management structure will define the project success. Keeping it clear of conflicting priorities
would be vital. The mandate will be highly political in addition to the work. We would be
extinguishing industries and starting new ones. We would be extinguishing an economy and starting
a new one. For the duration, the overarching demands of the execution of this work will move the
State of California.
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